"Delivering Sustainable Development for LDCs"

Calling for a "New Deal" for the LDCs at the LDC5 Summit in Doha
Read article here

Slovenia and UNIDO reinforce partnership
OPEC Fund and UNIDO sign new agreements
Engaging with Member States

LDC5: Propelling Least Developed Countries into the digital age
Project: CAPFISH supporting SMEs in Cambodia’s fisheries
Project: Women in Seaweed Processing, Indonesia

UNIDO reaches Montreal Protocol milestone
Introducing Microsoft Teams
UNIDO innovates through digitalization in Latin America and the Caribbean

LDC5: UNIDO and FAO launch Agrifood Systems Transformation Accelerator
UNIDO holds Expert Group Meeting on SDG9 Review
UNIDO’s Multilateral Industrial Policy Forum

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING HAS REBOUNDED FROM THE PANDEMIC BUT LDCS ARE LEFT BEHIND